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1 360F Solution Suite Overview 

360F’s data-driven advisory solution suite enables the customers to be served end-to-end 
successfully. It makes data-driven advisory model a scalable reality as it facilitates the build-
up of rich, meaningful and highly actionable data to serve clients successfully.  

2 Market Pain Points 

Globally, the life insurers’ growth is highly intertwined with product competitiveness and 
distribution effectiveness. In the developed markets, persistent retirement gap and rise of 
affluent households have created stiff competition between insurers and asset managers. 
While the developing countries may enjoy double-digit life insurance premium growth, the 
cost of distribution is too high to be sustained for long.  

Critical gaps exist in distribution, namely financial advice.  

Product recommendation is based on sales confidence. IFRS 17 and Solvency II however 
reduce the business appeal of guaranteed products, a category easy-to-sell.  

In the absence of an algo-driven recommendation engine, the market suffers a disconnect 
between fact find & analysis data and product recommendations. The customer, who 
approaches multiple advisors, would be advised products very different in nature, despite 
providing the same set of information. The confidence that the recommendation can help to 
achieve the customer’s goal and needs is also non-existent since no institution and advisor 
to date can prove factually that the recommendation is the best possibleData quality and 
richness is lacking and cannot be trusted to predict the “next best action”. Sales success 
becomes a function of solely soft skill factors.  

The available tools in the market are inadequate to address the problem. Insurers have not 
been able to tap on the robos in the market as the latter focus only on wealth management. 
Furthermore, existing financial planning tools in the market are limited to fact finding and 
needs analysis, stopping short of solutioning and product recommendation. The tools are 
also deterministic, i.e. they do not offer stochastic scenario-based planning. Randomness is 
however the true risk in life.  

3 Flagship Offering “360-ProVestment®” 

3.1 Objective 

360-ProVestment® is the world’s first-ever A.I solution assistant for holistic solutioning and 
recommendation. It is a recommendation engine that algorithmically processes the 
customer’s fact find, biological and feedback data, financial institution’s product data and 
market data to generate the best-fit financial solution with precise product parameters. It 
helps advisors construct for their clients in real time, a holistic financial solution that 
comprises protection and investment and offers the maximum financial happiness possible, 
in the context of the clients’ financial needs and goals, constraints, preferences, high-level 
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underwriting profile and the agents’ available product universe. An explainer video can be 
found here: https://youtu.be/PcKJZcy5xLs 

3.2 Method 
A brief understanding of two major concepts – the “utility function” and the “prospect 
theory”, would be helpful to appreciate the science and math behind 360-ProVestment® 
model. 

Financial happiness is known as “utility” in Behavioral Economics. The utility function shows 
an individual’s relative satisfaction level from consuming a set of goods and/or services in 
circumstances differing by probability and nature. Prospect theory, a Nobel Prize-winning 
research field, advances the function’s applicability by demonstrating that people think in 
terms of expected utility relative to a reference point (e.g. goal target) rather than absolute 
outcomes. It accounts for how decisions are actually made, rather than should be made. 

In 360-ProVestment®, the prospect theory is the basis of the utility function created for 
individual clients. The function factors in selected information from the sales advisory 
process, such as the individual’s goals, lifestyle and income replacement needs, budget 
available, risk tolerance and bequest attitudes. The client’s financial happiness is calculated 
through this function.  

The optimum solution is then mathematically identified as it survives through a rigorous 
round of simulations deployed by a differential evolution algorithm. This means that this 
solution yields the highest fitness value on the client’s financial happiness function across 
an exhaustive set of stochastically generated scenarios, i.e. it enables the client to grow and 
protect his/her wealth optimally at all times. 

3.3 Deployment and Learning 
360-ProVestment® can be deployed with a multi-tenant user interface. It also has APIs 
available to integrate with incumbent customer journeys for new business and in-force 
books to intensify customer management. The latter provides institutions a reliable means 
to leverage their in-force policy data to not only identify and win up- and cross-sell 
opportunities but also detects the need for product portfolio review and prepare the 
customers for their next life stage.  

360-ProVestment® algorithm learns continuously from the data collected by the institution 
from its customers and advisors over the insurance value chain. An important learning 
source is the customer and advisor feedback in the form of how the profile results and 
product recommendations are taken up.  

4 Recognition  

Institutional clients regard 360-ProVestment® as the sophisticated system that not only 
provides unbiased and consistent recommendations, but also contributes substantially to 
their data strategy.  

https://youtu.be/PcKJZcy5xLs
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360-ProVestment® has been compared to advanced medical tools that provide stochastic-
driven suggestions and thus the baseline for the doctors to make the final, well-informed 
and critical decisions. It launches advisors by default into solutioning, thus creating an 
automatic link between the recommendations and the fact find & analysis data. In addition, 
advisors who use 360-ProVestment® for product recommendation would have to justify their 
deviations, if any, from the algorithmic output. In other words, 360-ProVestment® is 
appreciated for introducing market consistency and transparency for the customers, raising 
the standards of individual advisors.  

360-ProVestment® makes data rich, meaningful and highly actionable. Over time, the 
institution is able to predict (prospective) customers’ buying propensity and products (and 
the parameters) that would be eventually purchased. This means bigger wallet share, higher 
new clients acquisition success and opening addressable markets. 

5 Implementation Experience 

360-ProVestment® has been successfully sold to a global insurer with first live-production in 
Dubai. Success is also picking up in South-east Asia. It has also been signed up for 
implementation with a market leader in Cambodia to give its bancassurance channel the 
leading-edge technology. Implementation is also underway in Singapore for one of the 
largest financial advisory firms.  
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